
TIDES OF TIME
The Making of

a Legend
Ten years a/The Tides of Time by

One Who Was There (for most a/it)

Some of you may well feel that you have read this article
before. I first wrote it (as 'High Tides') for Tides of Time 15,
when this glorious magazine was five. Five years later, it's a
decade old, and so I have restructured it for 2000. Still, I'm
sure you'll have a use for it. Or parts of it...

So, where did it all begin? At the end of Michaelmas 1989,
the committee was undergoing its first substantial change
since the Society started. New members were chosen by the
existing committee from enthusiastic outsiders. One of these
was Louise Dennis, then a first year undergraduate reading
maths and philosophy at Somerville. Louise was already an
active member of the Arthurian Society, whose magazine
Ceridwen's Cauldron was distributed free of charge to all
members of that institution. Early on the evening of Friday
24 November 1989, just before the Society's first dinner got
under way, she observed that the Doctor Who Society should
have a magazine as well. Louise was stunned to find herself
being described as magazine editor to the assembled diners
by ex-president Roger Shaw when he announced the results
of the Society' elections' later that evening.

After the dinner Louise was offered a variety of suggestions
and offers of contributions, although in the event the first
edition, published at the beginning of Hilary 1990, contained
only two items not written by Louise herself. These were
'From Skonnos to Perivale', a review of the 1980s by
Matthew Kilbum, and 'An Anomaly Within an
Inconsistency', a history of the Society by vice-president
Jonathan Bryden. Despite the Society's short lifespan
Jonathan managed to write over four pages on this subject.
Louise contributed two illustrations, including the cover,
depicting William Hartnell, a Dalek and one of Raymond
Cusick's early designs for the beings, more closely based on
a saltcellar, and an interior picture, again of a Dalek, as well
as the first part of a story, 'The King', and an account of the
Christmas dinner.

The committee was surprised that
Louise had managed to produce the
first issue so quickly. Before and
after publication, there were some
discussions about its funding and
distribution. The committee was
reluctant to spend money on
producing free copies for over 100
members, and so Louise had a
limited number of copies run off the
photocopiers at Daily Information,
with a green paper cover. The
magazine went on sale from second
week, priced at seventy pence.

The Tides of Time was an
immediate success. The title came
from the comic strip running in
Doctor Who Monthly at the time that
Louise first started buying that
publication, and complemented the
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The cover of the first issue of The Tides of Time,
drawn by Louise Dennis. You'll have to imagine

the green paper yourself!

warm memories many members had of the start of Peter
Davison's first season. As Louise was no longer editing in
isolation - very few Society members had known that Tides I
was on the way before it was actually published - many more
people had a hand in Trinity Term's issue. The front cover -
this time printed on yellow paper for the first print run, and
then on blue for its second - was a photomontage
representing the third Doctor's era, designed by Paul Groves.
Although Paul's Tides logo was only used on the cover for
this issue, it remained on the contents page up to Michaelmas
1991, and was later revived for the same purpose by Corinne

Berg. The magazine's first gallery of
regular contributors - Paul Dumont,
Mark Dunn, Paul Groves and
Matthew Kilbum - wrote respectively
a review of Hilary's screenings, a
couple of humorous pieces, a quiz and
an examination of the Doctor Who
Appreciation Society, while ex-
treasurer Simon Clifford wrote a
traditionalist article on the Brigadier
and vice-president Adam Stephens
(having by that time changed offices
with Jonathan Bryden) reported on the
Society's end-of-term questionnaire.
'The King', Louise's semi-Arthurian
serial, continued. The back cover was
filled with an advertisement for
Whoniverse 1990, a convention being
run by two Abingdon schoolboys, one
of whom, Robert Moss, became active
in the Society.

Louise Dennis and friend, Michaelmas
1990, Christ Church. 'The King' disappeared from the third



issue, Louise explaining in her editorial
that "it seemed a better idea to start a new
story at the beginning of a new year with
(hopefully) a lot of new readers rather than
continue from halfway through a story
which was introduced largely as a space
filler in the first place." This was regretted
by many readers as the story was
developing in an intriguing direction,
musing on the Divine Right of Kings and
the consequences of imperial withdrawal
from a primitive planet. It was replaced by
a new story from Alan Whitten. Messrs
Dumont, Dunn, Groves and Kilburn could
all be found lurking in the video review
section, along with an arachnophobic piece
by Sarah Sturch. Despite the surfeit of
question marks on the cover, the Doctor
featured was actually Peter Davison,
depicted on the front by Liz Humphry, and
on the back by Doctor Who Magazine
artist Mike Collins, whom Louise had
encountered at the Carousel convention in
Cardiff during the summer.

was devised from stock artwork submitted
earlier by Paul Groves. Articles that marked a
departure from the then-usual video review
format were ex-secretary James Cannon's 'The
Death of Doctor Who', looking at the decline
of the series in season two, and Ben Murphy's
theological interpretation of 'Genesis of the
Daleks'.

The Hilary 1992 issue, again A4, saw Louise
depart the editorship of the magazine she
founded, helped by quotations from Lewis
Carroll and Shakespeare. A photograph of
some of Louise's live role-playing friends was
used to cast aspersions on the amenability of
the DocSoc committee to criticism. Paul
Groves devised a cover for a video release of
'The Tomb of the Cybermen', entirely unaware
of developments between a television archive
in Hong Kong and the offices of BBC
Enterprises. Louise's final editorial (opposite a
contents page headed by an alternative shield
for the University coat of arms, the three
crowns replaced by Dalek hats thanks to Ben
Murphy) directed members to send future

articles to Mark Hanlon and Julian Mander at St Peter's.

The cover of Tides of Time 5,
as drawn by Muzibur

Rahman.

The fourth issue of Tides marked another stage in the
magazine's evolution. The longer video reviews were
separated from the smaller ones. This issue was more heavily
illustrated, thanks to Robert Moss. The coloured covers were
gone, Louise now producing the magazine on sheets of A3
which she then cut and folded to make the AS magazine,
resulting in a slightly less tidy appearance than before.

Society politics also affected the management of Tides. Early
in Michaelmas 1990 Jonathan Bryden had resigned as
president, only to be won back to the post by concessions
from other committee members. Louise took the opportunity
to leave the committee while remaining magazine editor.
Committee personnel changed dramatically during the
1990/91 academic year and many of the new members were
not happy with this arrangement; from Trinity 1991 Louise
was quietly reckoned as a committee member again.

Despite these changes Tides marched boldly onwards.
Committee acclaim for Muzibur Rahman's portrait of
William Hartnell caused issue
five to be the first A4 issue,
moving the magazine away from
its roots. Although issue six
reverted to AS, a move that was
financially prudent in the light of
the Society's overdraft in
Michaelmas 1991, its cramped
appearance showed that the A4
format might be a more
comfortable one for the Society's
developing print culture.
Another pointer to the future
from the Trinity 1991 issue was
Paul Dumont's 'The Levithian
Gambit', a short story dealing
with the further adventures of
Garron and Unstoffe from 'The
Ribos Operation'.

The withdrawal of Robert Moss
from the Society caused Louise
some difficulties regarding
artwork for issue six, but a cover

The eighth issue of Tides of Time was very different to what
had gone before. Edited by Julian, with Mark credited as
"Article Co-Ordinator", and chiefly assembled in term-time
rather than in the vacation, presentation leapt to DTP
standard. A photo-montage cover was introduced, which
lasted for the next four issues. Photographs were used
alongside the interior text, the various cartoons by Paul
Groves looking incongruous alongside the Times New
Roman font which superseded the Courier Pica of Louise's
printer. Both issues 8 and 9 had card covers, production
being handled in Birmingham by Julian's father's small press,
Birmingham Railway Publications, although as time went on
it proved more cost-effective and more flexible to return to
using paper photocopying in Oxford.

There were changes among the contents, too. Mark Hanlon's
era reviews began with a survey of Sylvester McCoy's
seasons. Julian and Mark eo-created 'Aunty Ainley', a spoof

agony column, which would feature in
all Julian's issues. Further evidence of
diversity was demonstrated in issue 9 by
Alison Taverner's review of Paul
Darrow's appearance in Macbeth, at the
Apollo, and Paul Dumont's farewell to
the Society's original home, Lecture
Room Two in Christ Church, in the
Sapphire and Steel - Doctor Who
crossover story, 'The Lecture Room'.

Gary Meehan and Julian Mander, DUD WS
anniversary dinner, February 1994

In a marked reversal of Louise's
detached editorship, Julian became
Society president from Michaelmas
1992, combining two important posts.
Another difference was a change in
editorial policy, Julian declaring his
intention to sell Tides of Time to an
audience outside Oxford. In practice
little attempt was made to do this. As
Julian's editorship continued, new
writers emerged to help the magazine's
development, the most prominent being
Ian Fellows, Gary Meehan and Anthony
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In Trinity 1993 Julian resigned from
both his posts. Anthony Wilson
became president, while Paul Fisher
took over Tides. Unfortunately,
following a disappointing prelims
result Paul chose to leave Oxford.
He continued to prepare the issue,
but was restrained by computer
problems and distance from Oxford.
Eventually, well into Michaelmas
Paul sent what he had to his
successor Gary Meehan, who
produced the twelfth issue of Tides
at the beginning of Hilary 1994. It
was worth the wait. A portrait of
Sophie Aldred graced the cover,
Julian's montage being banished.
Gary's own 'The Axeman Cometh'
began, reinforcing the humour strand
alongside Paul Groves's 'Sadness of
the Sontarans'. The content of the
issue also included the first parts of
two other serialised articles, Anthony's definitive New
Adventures review, and 'Sentence of Death', an exploration
by Paul Lee of the shady world of missing Who episodes.
Paul was then regarded as a leading expert in this field, and
had made the Society's acquaintance when he led the
Southampton University Doctor Who Society to Oxford for a
round of 'Whoniversity Challenge' in Michaelmas 1991.
These articles were concluded in the second issue of Hilary
term, featuring Tom Baker on the cover in a still from 'Full
Circle', and edited by Gary alongside David Steele.

Wilson. Old contributors remained;
Paul Groves's review of 'Transit' in
Tides 10 was a very funny
representation of what many of its
readers thought of the book.

Tides 15 was the end of an era. Several
contributors had been irritated by Gary's

editorial interventions and a vote of the committee in Hilary
1995 led to his being replaced by Corinne Berg. Corinne's
first issue was not dissimilar to Gary's style but was more
cautious in its approach to prose and design. Gary had
already begun work on the issue and graciously handed over
for Corinne to complete the work; he was credited as editor-
in-chief. The spirit of anarchy was represented by Aunty
Ainley on his last appearance to date, replying to problems
from Sylvestemrr McCoy and "yourth thintherely", Jon
Pertwee. Matthew Kilburn contributed an article remarkably
similar to this one and 'The Man that Time Forgot' hit its
stride. The issue was rounded off by some excellent fiction,
including Gary's 'Faux Pas, or One Man and his Root
Vegetable, or, But Mr Dicks, Potatoes Weren't Invented
Then", celebrating an in-joke about incoming president John

Wilson.

Sophie Aldred, as pictured on the cover
of Tides of Time: The Best ofIssues 1-

14.

David withdrew in Trinity and that term's issue was helmed
by Gary alone, although with production support from other
members of the committee. The 'Grief Encounters' fiction
strand, initiated in Tides 12 by Ian Fellows, was in full
swing, and largely developed
subsequently by John Wilson,
and with finals about to strike,
James Brough, assisted by
Anthony, discovered the
closely-guarded secrets of the
Second Public Examination in
Doctor Who. When James
reached Schools, however, he
found he was still expected to
sit papers for a Modem
Languages degree.

In Michaelmas, Gary turned
his attention to the magazine's
past with Tides of Time: The
Best of Issues 1-14. A
photograph of Sophie Aldred
from her 1991 visit to the
Society appeared on the cover.
The magazine was publicised
on the intemet and in Celestial
Toyroom, magazine of the
Doctor Who Appreciation
Society. From the former, it
gained a transatlantic sale;
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Corinne Berg, DUD WS anniversary dinner,
February 1998

from the latter, an unhelpful review,
including several obscenities which the
editor concealed in Greek characters.

In some ways Tides 15, also in
Michaelmas 1994, showed very well
how the magazine had changed over the
years while in some ways coming full
circle. On one hand the review content
was more profound, as demonstrated by
Corinne Berg's 'You Never Dream In
Colour', and the fiction element was
more predominant both in quantity and
quality. On the other Matthew Kilbum
expanded his first article, 'From
Skonnos to Perivale', while the front
cover returned to artwork for the first
time since issue 7, depicting a portrait
of William Hartnell, although Mary
Brady's interpretation was much freer
than Louise's line drawings of Hilary
1990. James and Anthony began their
epic study of Doctor Who's strengths
and weaknesses, 'The Man that Time
Forgot'.

The year 1994/95 probably saw the
Society at its most imaginative, and
even if some of that imagination
was misdirected and became
destructive, more of it ended up in
Tides of Time. Issues 17 and 18
appeared at different ends of Trinity
Term 1995. Corinne refused to be
inhibited by finals and supervised
seventy-six pages of writing.
Controversy raged as authors
debated time paradoxes, the reality
of alien intervention in human
affairs, and whether or not the
society had a future in the second
half of the 1990s. One of the
highlights of issue 17 was John
Wilson's essay on Sapphire and
Steel. Issue 18 was partly conceived
as an introductory issue for freshers
arriving in Michaelmas and so
included a history of the Society by
Paul Groves. Corinne began
reprinting Louise Dermis's 'The



King' in issue 18, but the story would still not reach a
conclusion. James and Anthony concluded their forum on the
meaning of the series with 'The Man that All Forgot' and
'The Man who walks in Eternity', concluding that they might
have been asking the wrong questions all along.

Between winter 1990 and summer 1995, eighteen issues of
Tides of Time were published, at a rate of over one per term,
In the second half of the decade, the frequency with which
the magazine appeared fell sharply. Content remained high,
but there would inevitably be more discontinuity between
issues.

Issue 19 appeared in Trinity 1996, a year after its
predecessor, 'edited jointly by Corinne and Anthony. By this
time Corinne had succeeded John Wilson as president; the
committee list included one Matthew Peacock as
membership administrator, who contributed 'Seventy
Thousand Light Years with Fred', startling for its range of
cultural references and sheer challenge to comprehension.
The issue appeared in the shadow cast by the TV movie.
'West Coast Story', written before the movie was screened,
attempted to establish the context in which new Doctor Who
would be judged. The influence of Babylon 5 was strongly
felt, particularly in Corinne's perceptive short story 'Night
Terrors' about the character of Morden. The quality of the
fiction from David Bickley and John Wilson only amplified
the criticisms expressed of the Doctor Who and Babylon 5
ranges of tie-in novels.

The gap between issues 19 and 20 was, again, a year, but
looking at the two issues again one feels the pull of two
separate universes. The withdrawal of Anthony Wilson from
involvement with the Society had ended prematurely the
two-headed editorship with Corinne. Corinne began
preparing a new issue but in the event issue 20 was edited by
Sandy Starr. Much of the issue was written by Sandy and his
brother Domi, and is perhaps the closest Tides has ever come
to being a 'per-zine', expressing the personal views of its
editor. Design changed radically, articles being printed in a
variety of exotic display fonts. Sandy's reflections were
founded in his appreciation of the cultural roots of Doctor
Who and other series such as Star Trek - given positive
mentions in this issue more times than any other.
Unprecedentedly for Tides, there was an article (from Sandy)
giving respectful consideration to Star Wars, something that
would have been unthinkable in 1990 but a
sign that by 1997 it and Doctor Who inhabited
the same SF media world. The time when
Doctor Who had been an ongoing television
series and not a cult franchise suddenly
seemed a long way away; David W. Battle's
article praising British SF television (Who,
Blake's 7, Red Dwarf) over its American
counterparts (The X-Files, Star Trek, Babylon
5) served to emphasise the dislocation from
historical context.

misunderstanding with the photocopyist. Mat was supported
as editor by veteran committee members and contributors
David Bickley and Matthew Stanton, plus Al Harrison who
provided some well-informed articles on the state of the
overstretched SF franchises as well as a welcome
reassessment of 'The Claws ofAxos'. Too much of the
magazine, however, weas taken up by a re-write of David
Mclntee's New Adventure 'First Frontier' to conform to a
revised format for season 23; although the idea of improving
upon the Trial was a good one, and playing script editors is
always fun, the intended series of articles was abandoned
after the first instalment, perhaps after warnings from visiting
Who-scribe Paul Cornell about copyright infringement.

A welcome development was the appearance of issue 22 the
next term, assembled by the same team as issue 21. Within
its card cover were a number of competent articles, including
Matthew Peacock's praise for the Daleks, AI Harrison's
attempt to unravel the Gordian knot of 'Ghost Light' and
David Bickley's 'lament' for 'Logopolis'. Fiona Moore's
gay/lesbianlbisexual guide to Doctor Who raked over some
old fan favourite double entendres and eye-opening scenes
and found some new ones - to this writer anyway.

Michaelmas 1998 proved too busy a term for Tides 23 to
appear, but it did materialise in Hilary 1999 and proved that
the editorial team remained on an upward curve. 1999's
issues of Tides showed that while its contributors were not as
frenzied as their predecessors in the mid-1990s they were
able to produce essays that were just as considered and
probably more intricate in their expositions on multi-
universal obsession and intergalactic traumas. Series usually
deemed obscure, such as Reboot and Get Smart, received
coverage, as did the more well-known Hercules - the
Legendary Journeys. The main focus remained, of course, on
Doctor Who, with articles engaging with the development of
the book and video range as well as looking afresh at the
television adventures, and William Ramsden emerging as a
further contributor of intelligent fiction. Of other fiction of
this period, 'Work in Progress', by David Bickley in Tides 24,
was quite brilliant. Editorship became a solo task again as
Matthew Stanton left Oxford in 1998 and David Bickley
followed in 1999. AI Harrison edited Tides 24 in Trinity
1999 with the promise of Mat's restoration once he had
completed his MPhil exams and returned to begin his DPhil.

At the beginning of 2000 Tides is for the
third time in its history edited by the Society
president; a situation well removed from the
situation nine years ago where the editorship
was being distanced from the committee! A
throwaway idea conceived jocularly at a
dinner ten years ago rapidly became part of
the reason for the Society existing, and so
gave active members something to do other
than arguing about which video to show the
next term. Writing this sort of article is
always difficult because the author has to
acknowledge contributions while maintaining
some sort of critical perspective. I don't know
if I have managed that but I hope that I have
at least given some picture of how the
magazine has developed in the past decade.
All I can say now is that this issue should be
excellent!

Matthew Kilburn

Sandy began collecting material for issue 21
but was lured away by student politics. A new
editor was found in Matthew Peacock, who
published the new issue in Hilary 1998.
Matthew's editorship returned the magazine to
a much tidier appearance in keeping with the
precedents established under Gary and
Corinne. One oddity of Tides 21 was that the
magazine was made up of eighteen sheets of ,.--------------..,
paper stapled in the upper left corner Robert Moss's 'Inferno: from
newsletter-fashion, the result of a Tides of Time issue 4.
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